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Executive Summary 

What a crazy week: down on Monday, breakout on Tuesday, then a selloff into Thursday, topped off by the largest 

rally since September 8 in percentages: the largest rally of the year was on August 26 (3.9%) the 2nd largest August 

27 (2.43%), the 3rd largest September 8 (2.51%) and Friday was the 4th largest (2.05%). Crazy.  

We determined in last week’s update that “A break above SPX 2097/2100 is bullish and targets SPX 2118-2170, while 

a break below SPX 2070 is bearish and targets SPX 2040s for starters.” Clearly the breakout target was severely 

missed, talk about a fake out, but the breakdown target was hit to the T. Now price is right back inside the price zone 

it has spent most of 2015 in: SPX 2075-2100. Price now needs to clear SPX 2104, then SPX2116, followed by SPX 2134 

to set its eye on SPX 2170s. Breakdown below SPX 2040 puts SPX 2020 +/- 20 in sight.  

On Thursday we narrowed the EW count down to two possibilities: 

 Major 2 underway, with SPX 2029 as intermediate a, SPX 2104 as intermediate b, and price now in 

intermediate c 

 Intermediate ii of Major 3 underway. 

We allocated 60/40% odds to both counts, and determined that “…the market now needs to rally back above 2085 

to firm this [the intermediate ii of major 3] count up.”. Well, that’s exactly what the market did and as such we are 

forced to flip these odds: 40/60%. Hence, we believe odds are in favor off the market now being in intermediate iii 

of Major 3.  

IF correct, this will mean the bull market will likely not last as long as we’d expect if major 2 is still unfolding. However, 

SPX 2500 is still attainable  

Meanwhile, price launched back above all important SMAs, but the daily chart hasn’t given buy signals yet. The 

weekly chart, however, looks more bullish with continued buy signals. Market breadth remains negative, favoring 

the bulls. CPCE correctly foretold a bottom on Thursday with a reading at 0.90. On Friday it ended at 0.61, which is 

the noise zone, but could signal a short term top. Meanwhile VIX is unable to break out and remains declining, 

favoring the bulls. Our ST-SMAs continues to improve, while our LT-SMAs continues to deteriorate. Hence, short 

term (days to weeks) the bulls are favored, longer term the bears. The two contradicting charts does favor the notion 

that the market is in its final wave up; in which long term investors should be cautious. 

Last week we advised to be cautious, but also to be ready to buy. With this week’s 

price action we may have gotten that buy opportunity. 
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Elliot wave update: preferred count (60% odds) 

Over the past weeks we’ve counted a Major 1 peak at SPX 2116, after a 5-wave rally from the SPX 1872 low, followed 

by most likely a Major 2 low at SPX 2019. Since, we’ve tracked the market as being in intermediate i of Major 3. We 

expected intermediate i to top at SPX 2118 possible 2140-2170. However, the market gave us unexpectantly only 

SPX 2104. A two day decline followed, retracing ~76.4% of the prior SPX 2029->2104 advance. After carefull re-

analyzes of the charts we can count (green) minor 5 of intermediate i as an ending diagonal, which are always 

followed by a swift and sharp decline, as we witnessed this week. We can observe that price has moved back over 

the orange descending trendline, and retraced >85.6% of the prior decline. Since b-waves often retrace “only” 

between 50-61.8% of the prior a-wave, possible 76.4% (SPX 2085), the current advance therefore reduces the odds 

of a b-wave. Of course only a trade above SPX 2104 will confirm this count, but we assign based on these facts a 60% 

odds to this count. Note that the current advance off the SPX 2042 low has already exceeded the advance for minor 

1 off the SPX 2029 low (blue lines), also suggesting intermediate iii is underway, and the current advance is minor 1 

of iii of 3. 

Figure 1. SPX hourly chart: intermediate i and ii of major 3 complete. Price is now in intermediate iii 
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Elliot wave update: alternate count (40% odds) 

We can, of course, make the case for a continued major 2 count, albeit several parameters have been violated. Here 

we count the current advance off the SPX 2042 low as minor b. Price should now top and retrace all of minor b and 

target SPX 2020s for a possible flat correction. A break below SPX 2042 will confirm this count. 

Figure 2. SPX hourly chart: intermediate b of major 2 completed. Minor b of intermediate c-wave completing? 

 

We are aware that we also had an ongoing primary IV count. Although it is still possible, we now only assign <10% 

probability to this count as the current price action is not supportive of a larger c-wave to below SPX 1872. Such c-

waves are vicious and relentless, and the longer the market stays at the SPX 2075-2100 zone, the less likely it 

becomes 
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SPX update 

The price only chart shows how on Friday price was brought back into the SPX 2075-2100 zone, where it has been 

for most of the past 12-15 months. Price found support at our lower end of the SPX 2040-2065 support zone and is 

now once again targeting the SPX 2100-2125 zone. 14th time is the charm?! Yes that’s how often price has tagged 

this zone over the past 12 months… Resistance is also at the blue descending trend lines and the upper black dotted 

ascending trend line. Break above the former, and SPX 2125, sets sight on SPX 2170. 

Bottom line: resistance at SPX 2100-2125. Break above targets 2170. Break below 2040 targets 2020 

Figure 3. SPX daily price-only chart: Back in the “2075-2100 noise zone”.  
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This week’s wild price action resulted in a none-ideal daily A.I. sell signal, and Friday didn’t produce a buy signal. 

However, price found support at around the 50d SMA, and launched back above all SMAs (from the 20d to the 200d) 

and as such re-establishing the trend to up. The FTSO and MACD appear to bottom. A trade above SPX 2104 will 

most likely usher in a buy signal. Please not the tightening Bollinger bands: a big move is coming. If we get buy 

signals, then that move will be up, which would be in line with our intermediate iii of major 3 count: the strongest 

wave of all. 

Bottom line: the daily chart has bullish potential, but buy signals are required for follow through. 

Figure 4. SPX Daily TI chart: Some TIs are pointing back up. Price above 20, 50, 100, 150 and 200d SMA 

 

 

A.I buys/sell indicator 

Green line: buy/long 

Red line: sell/short 

Buy/long Sell/short Buy/long Sell/short 
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The weekly chart looks actually better than the daily. Why? All TIs are pointing back, the MACD continues to rise and 

the MACD histogram shows increased momentum (increasing histos), and there is a weekly A.I. buy signal albeit less 

than ideal. In addition, price closed once again above the 20w to 200w SMAs. The weight of the observable evidence 

is thus bullish. But, the Bulls now do want to see a weekly close above SPX 2100 to get follow through on the upside. 

If so, then the upper Bollinger Band at SPX 2155 and R1 at SPX 2188 are next. 

Bottom line: the weekly chart and TIs are still bullishly biased. 

Figure 5. SPX weekly TI chart: another doji candle, less-ideal A.I. buy signal, MACD continues to rise 

 

 

A.I buys/sell indicator 

Green line: buy/long 

Red line: sell/short 
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Simple Moving Averages Charts 

Things here are very simple: the long-term Simple Moving Averages chart (LT-SMA) keeps deteriorating as most LT 

SMAs ended lower this week compared to where they ended the past week (compare current levels with those at 

the black vertical line: 8 out of 11). Meanwhile, the short-term SMA chart (ST-SMAs) keeps improving, as most SMAs 

ended this week higher compared to last week (8 out of 13). Silver lining: price ended the week once again above all 

SMAs; as long as price does that, the trend remains up. 

Bottom line: the long term chart remains bearish (months), the short term remains bullish (days to weeks). 

Figure 6. SPX LT-SMA: keeps deteriorating. SPX ST-SMA: keeps improving 
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Market breadth 

NYMO ended the week negative, as such favoring the bears. The bulls now need to push NYMO back into positive 

territory to keep the momentum from Friday going. If they can’t, it will simple mean more stocks continue to decline 

than advance, taking price back down. That simple. 

Bottom line: market breadth needs to improve for the Bulls to have a fighting chance 

Figure 7. NYMO ended negative for the week 

 

 

Miscellaneous 

On Thursday we showed that the put/call ratio of 0.90 meant a bottom was close to in. Friday certainly –and once 

again- confirmed that theory. It’s in fact easy: when everybody is short and/or has sold, then long and/or buying is 

the only thing left. That simple. Vice versa of course too. On Friday, CPCE, however, dropped to 0.61, which is in 

what we call the neutral zone, though it could suggest that too many are now betting on continued upside. Monday 

will tell who’s right and who’s wrong. 

Figure 8. CPCE dropped from “bottom imminent” zone to neutral, but could signal a short term top 

 

Buy-able 

Buy 
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VIX was unable to sustain a break out above $20 or even $17.5 this week and fell back inside the yellow “bull box”. 

It’s at these levels ($17.5-$10.0) where volatility is (too) low to make a dent other than a small correction. In addition, 

VIX closed again below its 20d SMA and remains in a downtrend regardless of which trend line we try to apply. With 

a continued down trending VIX, unable to breakout, the bears don’t stand a change from this perspective.  

Figure 9. VIX remains in a down trend, whatever way one looks at it. 
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